MODEL 0-12 - THE COLUMBIA

MODEL D-12S - THE LEXINGTON

Deluxe 12-string Spanish guitar
Available in rich Ribbon Grained

Deluxe 12-string
steel guitar. The Lexington
is
steel guitar model of The Columbia.
The body
struction
is identical with the Model D-12 only
fitted with tile square neck, inlaid fret positions,
bone nut and top adjusting machine gears.

African

beautifully figured Curly Maple
Completely bound with double purfling
East Indian Rosewood fingerboard
Slim Adjustable Tilt Spanish neck with
and bound head
Resonator: Type D
Width: 14%
Scale: 24% inch
Depth: 4114
Length: 411/2 inches

Mahogany

or

on top
re-inforcing

rod

MODEl C-65 - THE PLAINSMAN
the
conit is
high

Price: $350.00

inches
inches
Price: $350.00

The New Deluxe 6-string
guitar
with the Type C
Resonator
Available in rich Ribbon Grained African Mahogany,
Beautiful clear select Maple, or Mahogany sides and
back with Maple top
Completely bound with double purfling on top
East Indian Rosewood fingerboard
Slim Adjustable Tilt Spanish neck
Adjustable reinforcing neck rod

MODEl D-12E - THE COLUMBIA ElECTRIC

MODEL D-12SE - THE LEXINGTON ELECTRIC

Resonator: Type C
Scale: 24% inch
Length: 40 inches

Width:
Depth:

Same as above with the addition
of the highly responsive Dobro electronic
pickup. Mounted in a rich
chrome cover, it has individual adjustable pole pieces,
tone and volume control and 8 ft. right angle electric
cord.
Price: $399.00

12-string electric steel guitar. Same as above with the
addition
of the highly\ responsive
Dobro electronic
pickup. Mounted in a rich chrome cover, it has individual adjustable
pole pieces, tone and volume control
and 8 ft. right angle electric cord.
Price:$399.00

Same as above with the addition of the highly responsive Dobro pickup. Individual
adjustable
pole pieces,
tone and volume control and 8 ft. right angle cord.
Price: $288_00

MODEl C-65E - THE PLAINSMAN
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$239_00

ElECTRIC
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14% inches
4114 inches
Price:
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PRACTICAL REASONS WHY YOU
WilL WANT TO PLAY A

RESONATORS

rpjJ~

RESONATOR GUITAR

J

not only augtonal richness

2

the new Dobra has a clean mellow response;
a voice free of metallic
glitter and undesirable overtones;

/j

purity of pitch is unvarying
throughout
the
full range of the instrument
- with all strings
at al] frets. This is the result of two factors a) scientifica lIy controlled
resona nee
b) a true precision
fingerboard
where fretting tOIJerance has been held to within
four ten thousandths
of an inch;

Type C Resonator
New in concept and design. Engineered to intensify (not alter)
timbre or basic musical quality. An aluminum cone within the
body of the guitar acts as the sounding board. Its size, shape
and weight have been determined by exhaustive tests. Uniformity in manufacturing is controlled by precision design machines.
Each resonator is individually fitted to an instrument. Modern
pattern, chromed-brass cover plate completes the resonator as. sembly. A Dobro resonator combines the best in machine accuracy with conscientious craftsmanship.

the exclusive
Dobra Resonator
ments volume
but intensifies
and color;

sound and volume
are independent
of
vironmental
changes.
Temperature
and
midity do not affect the Dobro Resonator;

enhu-

5

Dobro is the only American
made acoustical
guitar with an Adjustable
Tilt Spanish neck .
High or low action
on the strings
can be
matched
to the personal
preference
of the
musician.
Only a slight
turn of the neck
adjusting
screw on the back of the guitar is
required.

6

electronic
pick-up
can be installed
on all
Dobro guitars without
in any way modifying
their exceptional
acoustical qualities.

a
SOUND
investmen
Looking for that bright new modern sound?
Then look no farther - DOBRa has the unique
sound you have been waiting for.
Whether to accompany yourself or to fill the
sound gap inyour group DOBRa adds that new
depth and dimension without a sameness of
sound.

1908 W. 135th St., Gardena, California

'.

DEALER

Type 0 Resonator
Original resonator identified with the "Dobro sound" - an individual tonal color produced by no other instrument. - Aluminum cone sounding board with attached spider bridge.
Components are manufactured to optimum quality standards
and carefully assembled by hand. Sunburst sound hole design
of the chromed-brass cover plate continues the Dobro tradition.
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MODEL 0-50 - THE RICHMOND

MODEl D-50S - THE UNCLE JOSH

MODEL C~60- THE AVALON

Deluxe 6·string Spanish guitar
Available in rich Ribbon Grained African Mahogany or
beautifully figured Curly Maple
Completely bound with double purfling on top
East Indian Rosewood fingerboard
Slim Adjustable Tilt Spanish neck
Adjustable re-inforcing neck rod
Resonator: Type D
Width: 14% inches
Scale: 24% inch
Depth: 41;4 inches
Length: 40 inches
Price: $259.00

Deluxe 6·string steel guitar. The traditional
Dobro famous for its unique blue grass sound. The Uncle Josh
is the steel guitar model of The Richmond. The body
construction
is identical with the Model D·50 only it
is fitted with the square neck, inlaid fret positions,
high bone nut and top adjusting machine gears.
Price: $259.00

A new model 6·string .Spanish
Resonator

_.

MODEL D-50E - THE RICHMOND

---

sive Dobro pickup. Individual adjustable
pole pieces,
tone and volume control and 8 ft. right angle cord.
Price: $308.00

Price:

1

\

dark metallic

Same as above with the addition of the Dobro electronic pickup. Individual adjustable pole pieces, tone
and volume control and 8 ft. right angle electric cord.
Price: $238.00

$308.00
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MODEl C-60 - THE AVALON ElECTRIC

6·string electric steel guitar. Same as above with the
addition
of the highly responsive
Dobro electronic
pickup. I ndividual
adjustable
pole pieces, tone and
volume control and 8 ft. right angle cord.

·high Iy 'respon·

in deep candy apple red

with the Type C

Body is trimmed top and back with single white binding
East Indian Rosewood fingerboard
Slim Adjustable Tiit Spanish neck
Adjustable reinforcing neck rod
Resonator: Type C
Width: 14% inches
Scale: 24% inch
Depth: 41;4 inches
Length: 40 inches
Price: $189.00

MODEL D-50SE - THE UNCLE JOSH ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC--:J

am-e-a·s-a·be\;/e--wi·tl:l-t.l:te.
addition-of-the

Available
blue.

guitar
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MODEL 0·40 - THE TEXARKANA

MODEL D-40S - THE BLUE GRASS

MODEL C-3 - THE MONTEREY

6-string Spanish guitar
Available in deep candy apple red, dark metallic blue,
and rich mahogany sunburst
Body is trimmed top and back with single white binding
East Indian Rosewood fingerboard
Slim Adjustable Tilt Spanish neck
Adjustable re-inforcing rod
Resonator: Type D
Width: 14% inches
Scale: 24% inch
Depth: 4JII inches
Length: 40 inches
Price: $189.00

6-string steel guitar. The Blue Grass is the steel guitar
model of The Texarkana. The body construction
is
identical with the Model D-40 only it is fitted with the
square neck, inlaid fret positions, high bone nut and
top adjusting machine gears.
Price: $189.00

%

guitar with the Type C Resonator and Adjustable
Tilt Spanish neck.
A compact body with full-size sound
Available in Mahogany sides and back with Maple Top
Completely bound with double purfling on top
East I ndian Rosewood fingerboard
Resonator: Type C
Width: 14% inches
Scale: 231/4 inch
Depth: 4111 inches
Length: 371/2 inches
Price: $215.00

MODEL D-40SE - THE BLUE GRASS ELECTRIC
MODEL D·40E - THE TEXARKANA

ELECTRIC

Same as above with the addition of the Dobro electronic pickup. Individual adjustable pole pieces, tone
and volume control and 8 ft. right angle electric cord.
Price: $238:00

MODEL C-3E - THE MONTEREY

6-string electric steel guitar. Same as above with the
addition
of the Dobro electronic
pickup.
Individual
adjustable
pole pieces, tone and volume control and
8 ft. right angle electric cord.
Price: $238.00

ELECTRIC

Same as above with the addition of the highly responsive Dobro pickup. Individual adjustable
pole pieces,
tone and volume control and 8 ft. right angle cord.
Price: $264.00
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